– a technological
frontrunner for
demanding users

Customer-oriented design, flexibility and

we made sisu,
a truck
we are
proud
of

a quick delivery are all key features in our

The Sisu Polar series offers
superiority in a single packa-

designed
for
extreme
conditions

operations. Our team designs the vehicle
based on the planned end use for the
vehicle. Customer needs are taken into
account right from the start of the design
process. Even though we customise our
products, we do not compromise on
delivery times.

ge: the customer receives a
customised vehicle featuring
top-of-the-range technology.
Since the truck is fully-equip-

The Sisu Polar is cost effective since all components are installed in

ped at the factory, it is ready

place at the factory, meaning it is ready for use as soon as it exits the

for use as soon as it leaves

premises. For the customer, there is no need for retrofitting. Tailored

the factory gates. Sisu Polar

manufacturing means a shorter delivery time, certainty that the chas-

combines our wide range

sis and superstructure will be seamlessly compatible and optimal

of experience in heavy-duty

dimensioning of payload and strength. We use the best components

transportation equipment

to manufacture our vehicles. This ensures that the customer gets a

with advanced technological

durable vehicle with a long service life. It also retains its value.

solutions.

Sisu Polar contains many unique features that can-

frame

experience, the vehicles are made to last and re-

Each Sisu Polar frame is designed and manufac-

not be found elsewhere. Thanks to our extensive

main operational even in demanding conditions.

tured with the vehicle’s end purpose in mind. A

A sturdy frame, strong low-end torque and high-

good, sturdy and finished frame ensures a long

quality transmission ensure reliability, even in dif-

service life and high resale value, which increa-

ficult spots. An optimal payload and low fuel con-

ses profitability.

main components

sumption make for an economical drive. In this

cabin

way, the strain placed on the environment is also
reduced, which is an increasingly significant issue.

design and manufacture for extreme conditions

The cabin package is

supplied by Daimler AG

and modified in Finland.

Suspension and
axles
The axles which drive Sisu Polar are designed

and manufactured for heavy use and arctic conditions. Sisu Polar can be equipped with a bo-

engine

gie drive or bogie lift, each providing their own

advantages depending on use. Due to its lighter

You can choose a power source

structure, a bogie lift allows for a larger paylo-

Mercedes Benz engines.

customer. The rearmost axle on the bogie drive

ad and is therefore an economical option for the

from several high quality

can be raised and disconnected from the drive,

which improves the vehicle’s mobility. It is the
only bogie drive on the market that allows this.

basic systems

purpose-specific
equipment

The electrical system is based on the

Mercedes Benz technology and electronics,

to which we’ve added additional functions and
equipment required by challenging arctic con-

Sisu Polar is a carefully designed, optimised

top products for Sisu’s truck technology and

and chassis fit together seamlessly. The facto-

additional equipment.

ry demonstrates our clear responsibility in war-

ditions. Cooperation with Daimler AG means

package in which the vehicle’s superstructure

complete compatibility between the engine and

ry warranty we issue for a ready factory deliveranty issues.

transmission

purpose-specific
systems

Automated transmissions:

Mercedes Benz PowerShift G280-16

Mercedes Benz Telligent G240-16 Synchron
Manual transmission:

the sisu polar order and production process > list the features and equipment you want in your new vehicle > you will receive a tailored, ready-to-use sisu polar, which can also be registered at the factory if needed.

Sisu Polar contains a clear, easy-to-use equipment control system which can be expanded depending on the task at hand.
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the only
heavy-duty
vehicle series
on the market
you can drive
straight from
the factory to

work

designed and manufactured
in extreme conditions and tailored
for the true professional.

Oy Sisu Auto Ab
Tammisaarentie 45
Karjaa, Finland
Puh. +358 10 2751
fax +358 19 236 044		

www.sisuauto.com

